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Imagine you overhear someone talking about a robbery they just
committed. You hear their voice, but you can not see them. A few
weeks later, the police ask you to identify the person you overheard,
from a voice lineup. You listen to different peoples’ voices and try
to pick out the criminal. Do you think you would be able to do it?
Perhaps you think you would be able to identify the criminal because
you can easily recognize the voices of your family and friends. In fact,
recognizing a stranger’s voice is difficult. There are many reasons you
might struggle to remember a stranger’s voice accurately. We will
learn about how memory for voices works, and how it can help us
predict whether an “earwitness” will correctly select the guilty person.
We will also learn how the police can help an earwitnesses to pick the
criminal out of the lineup.

EARWITNESS
A person who has
overheard, but not
seen, something that
might help the police
solve a crime.

WOULD YOU BE A GOOD EARWITNESS?
An earwitness is someone who hears information that is useful to the
police. The information an earwitness provides can help to convict
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criminals. Imagine that you are an earwitness. You are on a train,
and you overhear a stranger talking to his friend on the phone. He
is talking about a robbery he just committed. You cannot see the
stranger’s face because he is sitting behind you. However, you can
clearly hear his voice. You notice that he speaks with an unusual
accent. The phone conversation continues for around 10 min. You
report the conversation to the police as soon as you get home.
SUSPECT
Someone who the
police think has
committed a crime. It is
important to remember
that the police may or
may not be correct.

FOIL
A lineup voice that
does not belong to
the suspect.

Two weeks later, the police tell you that they have arrested a suspect.
To make sure they have the right person, they ask you to come into the
police station and listen to a voice lineup. You listen to recordings of
9 different voices and try to identify the person from the train. You are
told that only one of the voice recordings is that of the suspect, and
that all of the other voices belong to people who are foils. Each voice
recording lasts around 1 min. Once you have listened to all 9 voices,
you try to identify the person from the train. You ﬁnd it difficult and
you are not very conﬁdent in your decision because the voices sound
quite similar to each other.
After you have selected someone, the police thank you for your time
and you go home. A few weeks later, you ﬁnd out that the person you
selected will be sent to prison for the robbery.

HOW ACCURATE IS VOICE IDENTIFICATION?

ENCODING
The process of creating
a memory.

Voice identiﬁcation can be used as evidence in court to help
convict criminals. Should we trust voice identiﬁcation evidence? Well,
psychological research has shown that earwitnesses are likely to select
the wrong person from a voice lineup [1]. If the police have arrested an
innocent person, the wrong person might be sent to prison, and the
guilty person would never be punished. There are three reasons why
voice identiﬁcation is difficult. First, when we try to identify a person,
we normally depend on the person’s face, not their voice. Second,
when we listen to someone speaking, we tend to concentrate more on
what they are saying, rather than what their voice sounds like. Finally,
memory does not work like a video camera. Just because you heard
something previously does not mean you will be able to remember it
clearly later [2].

STORAGE
The process of keeping
a memory in your mind
so that you can later
remember it.

RETRIEVAL
The process of thinking
about, or talking about,
something
you remember.

HOW DOES MEMORY WORK?
Psychological researchers often explain memory as having three
stages (Figure 1). Encoding happens when you create a memory (like
when you overhear a person discussing a robbery). Storage is the
period of time between encoding and when your memory is tested
(such as the 2 weeks before you visit the police station). Retrieval is
when your memory is tested (when you try to identify the person from
the train).
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Figure 1
The three stages of
memory. The arrows
show information
entering the memory
system during
encoding, information
being stored in the
brain, and information
leaving storage during
retrieval.

Figure 1

Memories are fragile and can be damaged at any of these three stages.
Your memories are not necessarily accurate. Damage to the original
memory can occur without you noticing. You may believe you have
accurately identiﬁed someone from a voice lineup when in fact you
have not. Equally, you may feel very unsure about your decision, but
your decision might be correct.
Even if your memory for a voice is good, your voice lineup decision
might be affected by your expectations. If you believe that the
police are likely to have arrested the correct person, this might lead
you to select one of the voices as the suspect. If you feel the
police have arrested the wrong person, you might decide not to
select anyone.
Based on the complex stages of memory, we know that earwitnesses
are likely to select the wrong person from a voice lineup. To predict
whether an earwitness has identiﬁed the correct person, we need
to learn more about the ways memories can be damaged at the
encoding, storage, and retrieval stages.

WHAT INFLUENCES VOICE IDENTIFICATION
ACCURACY?
ESTIMATOR
VARIABLE
Something that might
affect a witness’
memory, but that
cannot be controlled
by the police.

SYSTEM VARIABLE
Something that might
affect a witness’
memory, that can be
controlled by
the police.

There are many variables that might affect the accuracy of
voice identiﬁcation. In earwitness research, these variables can be
divided into two main categories: estimator variables and system
variables [3].
Estimator Variables
Estimator variables can damage memories at the encoding and
storage stages. They are associated with the characteristics of the
witness, the suspect, and the environment in which the event took
place. Estimator variables have their name because the police were
not at the crime, so they can only estimate the effect of these variables
on memory. Understanding which estimator variables are relevant in a
crime helps us to predict whether an earwitness is likely to be accurate.
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However, once estimator variables have damaged a memory, there is
nothing that can be done to undo the damage.
Several estimator variables may have been present during the
conversation you overheard on the train. One is familiarity, which is
how familiar you are with a person’s voice. If you are familiar with
a person’s voice, you will probably be able to accurately identify
that person in a voice lineup. If the voice belongs to someone you
have never met, it might be more difficult [4]. On the train, you
overheard a stranger’s voice, so the voice lineup would have been
particularly difficult.
Duration is another estimator variable. The amount of time that you
spend listening to someone speaking can affect how difficult it is to
pick their voice out of a lineup [5]. If you listen to a voice for a long
time, you hear a greater variety of words and sounds. This means it
might be easier to match these words and sounds to the suspect’s
voice in the voice lineup. On the train, you heard the stranger talking
for around 10 min. This would make the voice lineup easier than if you
had only heard the person saying a few sentences.
The last estimator variable is distinctiveness. Everyone’s voice sounds
different, but some voices are particularly distinctive, which means that
they stand out from other voices. You are more likely to be able to
identify a distinctive voice than an average-sounding voice [6]. The
stranger on the train had an unusual accent. This may make the voice
lineup easier for you.
System Variables
System variables relate to how the voice lineup is conducted.
If the lineup is conducted badly, system variables can damage
memory at the retrieval stage. On the other hand, system variables
can be controlled by good police work to minimize the damage
to memory.
Lineup procedure is one system variable. There are various ways of
asking someone to respond to a voice lineup, which may affect that
person’s ability to identify the suspect. When you visited the police
station, you listened to all 9 voices before making a decision. However,
the police could have played one voice at a time and asked if you
recognized the person or not. Researchers are currently investigating
which type of procedure is best for voice identiﬁcation.
Another system variable is called lineup composition. When choosing
voices to be part of a voice lineup, it is important that the foil voices
sound like the suspect’s voice. This keeps the lineup fair because the
suspect’s voice does not stand out too much. However, including
similar-sounding voices might make accurate voice identiﬁcation
quite tricky because it is difficult to distinguish between similar
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voices. This could be why you found the voice lineup at the police
station difficult.
The last system variable is recording length. The voices you heard in
the voice lineup were each played for 1 min, which is quite a long time.
You might imagine that listening to a longer recording would help
you to compare each voice to your memory of the stranger’s voice.
However, our research has found that listening to shorter recordings
does not increase the chances of being wrong [1]. In fact, it might even
be good to include shorter voice samples because listeners do not get
tired from paying attention to the voice recordings.

CONCLUSION
Do you think you would be a good earwitness? Based on everything
you have now learned, do you think it is likely that you would be able
to pick the stranger from the train out of the voice lineup? Think about
how estimator variables and system variables could have affected
your performance. Remembering a voice and identifying it from a
lineup is not an easy task. There are lots of variables that might make
voice identiﬁcation difficult. It is very important that voice lineups are
conducted in the best way possible, so that innocent people are not
mistakenly identiﬁed as criminals.
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